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Did he suppose, she asked, that any persons could be Christians, _______
could not tell the day or the year of their change from children of darkness to
children of light.

1.

I shivered at the thought, and asked an employee of the road, with
_______ I had formed an acquaintance a few minutes old, why there should
not be a collision of the expected train with this which was just going out.

2.

Opposite to him, as it seemed, there sat a spectral reproduction of himself,
his true self, with _______ he held a long and ghastly argument.
3.

As they neared the gate, a man _______ stood with his hat in his hand
made a step forward and then hesitated.
4.

Man _______ owns the bank was hurt, but not badly.5.

And even if you did conceive some malice against myself, _______ stood
by and seemed rather to hold a candle, I must not let that extend to innocent
members of my family.

6.

Was this really the quiet girl _______ had been so anxious to learn all he
could teach her, or was it somebody else?
7.

The stove-fitter, _______ had run after the girl, came to the carriage door.8.

The man _______ does not see when his wife writes to her lover, and
when she receives an answer, is a failure as a husband.
9.

Here he was interrupted by the messenger, _______ informed him that
the ship was ready.
10.

I know there are people in the world _______ cannot feel grateful unless
the favour has been done them at the cost of pain and difficulty.
11.

The stranger, _______ was standing near the speaker, moved away.12.

This teaches us not to attach ourselves more than we can help to wives
_______ refuse to support our yoke.
13.
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He did not share the prevalent opinion of Burr's treason, and regarded
him as a man so fallen as to be shorn of the power to injure the country, one
for _______ he could feel nothing but compassion.

14.

He opened his arms to his son, _______ rushed into his embrace,
guessing his father's purpose.
15.

The vanity of the rich, _______ desired to be noble, was gratified by these
lofty pretensions.
16.

Butler, about 40, a bustling, kindly man, to _______ the interests of his
family in the village are all-important.
17.

He never intentionally added to the difficulty or delicacy of the charge of
those _______ had him in hold.
18.

No suspicion was aroused; the dead man was found and buried, and the
dreamer succeeded to the broad estates, and found himself installed under
the same roof with his father's widow, for _______ no provision had been
made.

19.

I remembered the man _______ had been shot and had run back among
the woods in the great attack, and doubted not that this was he.
20.
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